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REVIEW OF SUMMARY, PARAGRAPH BY PARAGRAPH, BY HOW_LLEN_ _/"

COMMONWEALTH STATUS

There has been agreement on this side that the political status

was outlined in our position pape_would be territorial as that term
which

was used in the United States Constitution._The paragraph following that

Section 3,

with respect to Article 4/Clause 2 that raises some implication regarding

self government that we think is so technical and complicated that it

requires additional work. We believe that the political status we want can

be implimented under those Congressional powers. We do accept the

suggestion that we should endeavor to reach an understanding regarding

the modification of the agreement by mutual consent and that this can be

done cnnsistently wit_those Congressional powers. It is in the combination

if that sentence pluse the subsequent discussion under delf government

that we believe the particular issues with respect to self government are

riased and are still not resolved between the two delegations.

With respect to the paragraph entitled Defense and Foreign Affairs,

we appreciate your (interpolation by Ambassddor Williams) Mr. Willens,

may I interrupt? May we ask _uestions as you go along? _m_xzxWillens:

You certainly may, and I don't promise that I or members of this commission
all

are prepared to anser/your questions. Williams: We understand that. We

certainly do understand that. Do you have a question? : I am not

exactly clear, but taking the subsequent paragraphs along with _ our

views on 432, are we part in principle? i thought we were together as just
S

described? Willens: I think the combination of Article 4, Mection 3,

Clause 2, with your acceptance in principle of our common desire to achieve

modification through mutual consent we have indeed eliminated one very

important difference that was identified last week between the delegations.

There still remains some ambiguity here as to the relationship between the
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plenary powers of Congress under Article 4 and the desire of this Commission

set forth in a position paper for the Commonwealth of the Marlanas to have

maximum self government in t_e areas of internal affairs. That is a different

issue and one I believe neither side has really singled out specifically

for further discussion and detailed analysis and it is indeed a complicated

one _m_, but one that is very important to both delegations.

: Would you give us an illustration of that?

Willens: If I may reserve that until we get down to self government.

Williams: Under the first one, Commonwealth, you say that the

Commission accepts that the relationship within the context of the term

terrltorlal_as it is used in the consltutlon. Does the Commission object

to any of the other statements made in the first paragraph?

Willens: The Commission recognizes the sovereignty issue and the sovereignty

of the United States. I must tell you that the members of the Commission

are very apprehensive about the way in which the term was used but are

prepared to recognize it and _%othlng in our position paper that suggests

it.--any challenge to the sovereinty of the United States--and we are aware

from your statement on the Puerto Rico incident that you are_concerned by the

threats to U. S. sovernty that have been developed by extreme statements by

partisans of the Puerto Rican experiment. We think to that extnet there

are concerns about sovernty in the foreign afflars that can be dealt with

precisely in our agreement or perhaps by reference to the pr_visions of

the Constitution as were discussed with the lawyers on Saturday, or perhaps

by some otehr expressed provision designed to make clear the paramount

sovernty of the United States in the foreign affairs area to the extent that

the concern about sovernty is predicated upon some apprehension he

U. S. Congress to leglate in the Marianas. We are into the self government

arena and the extent to which one can reconcile a self governing entity within
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the American family with the plenary powers of Congress under Article 4

Wikllams: Would it be fair to say, Mr.W illens, that the concern is more

with respect to internal self?

Willens: You are absolutely correct. It is our concern with trying to

develop a self governing entity consistent with the attributes that the

United Nations has aspoused and that...

Williams: The concern is int with the term as used internationally, but...

Willens: I think we can deal with any concern in the international

field with expressed provisions and as _ou know from our position paper
there

_£ is some desire of the Marianas to participate in the international

and regional organizations consistent with teh rules of those organlzatlonsL

Y

_ou have allowed in your paper as an agreeable posltion)and I think one

can only work that out in technical language. I would also saate

in llne with defense and foreign affairs, paragraph 9, that the Commission

would like tocontinue to discuss whether or not their can be some official

recognition in the agreement for soliciting views of the Marianas in those

areas of international or foreign activities which have a particular affect

on the Marlanas. We reconglzedln the discussion last week that consultation

has certain connotations that are troublesome to the United States and

I think they are prepared to fine language and approaches that would eliminate

those concerns and yet still leave on the table for our mutual deliberation

the desire of this Commission to try to insure in some official way that

our views will be solved on foreign affairs matters when they are directly

affected by the the United States. The Commission recognizes that

the veto power is an issue and I think they recognize the strong position of

the United States on that point.

Now with respect to the paragraph on the self government area, the

Commission is concerned by the substance of the self government that would
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be permitted the Commonwealth of the Marlanas. We recognize from the discussions

last week that the U. S. takes the position that the principle difference

between a Commonwealth and an unincorporated territory within the American

family is that a Commonwealth is entitled to have its one constitution.

We believe that is an important distinction also. We are concerned, however,

by the suggestion that a consltltution which provides for institutions

of self government in the Marianas may not be, in fact, as reliable and

dependent an instrument as we had hoped and we are interested in exploring

the extent that this constitution will, in fact, give the people of the

Marlanas--the ability to organize their own institutions of Government,

to make their own mlstakes in areas of internal affairs, and to recongize

some acceptance by Congress that upon accepting the Marianas into the

American family they are giving the Marianas the authority to govern

themselves in connection with _xx their internal affairs. Now, obviously

the Marlanas are recognized that congress has certain plenary powers under

other provisions ofthe constitution which they exercise in the States.

And the Commonwealth, I think, would be prepared to accept all such

exercises of congressional power. But that is something that the Commission

has not deliberated on in detail and are not prepared to take a position on.

But it is in the area beyond that where Congress might see fit to exercise

on some peculiar internal matter, such as curriculum in

the school system, or the location of a particular hotel, or the review

of zoning laws, or a review of any land alienation restraints that the

Commission is concerned about. And we think that this should not be viewed

as inconsistent with Congressional power_ but we think it is an area that does require

_ considerably more analysis so that we can, in fact, insure

the people of the Marlanas that the results of thls new political status
a -,

will be/meaningful, self government with respect to our internal affairs.__4_ --I
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That is the principle issue, I believe, that was raised by this paragraph.

We welcome your position with respect to our proposal in connection with

the constitution of the Marlanas, and particularly with respect to your

position that the matter of sufficiency or insufficiency could be left

to the United States Federal courts. Are there any questions that you

have with respect to what I have just said in connection with the

self government program?

: Mr. Willens, I think in principle we certainly agree with what

you have said about the desire of the people of the Marlanas for meaningful

self government. That is our objective too, but I would llke to reserve

on this statement you have just given us and maybe come back to it.

Willens: I certainly would like also to qualify my comments by saying that

the Commission has not reviewed this in detail and indeed I have advised

the Commission that this is an areas in which I would llke to devote additional

time and study before I make any recommendations to them as to how to

_'fullreconcile their desire self government in internal matters with the

necessities of the situation and the powers of the Congress.

KXX: Could I ask one question, sir? I think I understand i-r_

but you are not talking now_identlfying the major structural changes in

the mutual consent columns. You are going beyond this 432 as _xx opposed to

internal

Willens? : That is correct. I think there is an area of concern there

that requires further work, and I think it is a separate problem for the

purposes of our discussions from the mutual consent change in the political

status_ear_ivejon. It may be that the two forms are analytically separate

that_h@uld n_t be made separate, and I would certainlM be flexlble_gn that

if there is a way to deal with one problem • _the mutual consent

issue.
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Williams: This question of internal self government. To what extent was

it discussed last week? Or are you raising in a sense now,not necessarily

a new zK question, but you are thinking in terms of analyzing in greater

depth than we have so far in this entire question of self government. If

so, we are perfectly willing to hear your views and concerns on this matter

now or later.

Willens: We believe it was discussed by the Commission certainly before

it prepared its position paper, and on page 5 of that position paper

regarding political status the Commission stated its position that, excepting

the fact that there be a Republican form of Government with three separate

branches, the Commission "believes that the people of the Marianas should

_ have full self government and absolute control over their internal affairs.

It is essential, for example, that the people be entitled to elect their

own Chief Executive and have the other attributes of a self governing people."

And it _ in that connection that we believe that your responslkx_ve

position paper addressed the issue, but only in a glancing way, and on

that I do think perhaps can only be dealt in that preliminary way at this

particular time. And frankly, we were concerned that the emphasis by the

Unieed Staees Delegation on Article 4, Section 3, was designed to curtail

the opportunities for meaningful self government within the Commonwealth

of the Marianas, and it is in that respect that I am now trying to

on the table a sensitive and technical, but

important issue, and I think it requires further reflection and discussion.

: I would llke to call on Mr. Wilson.

Wilson: I think perhaps in the light of what you said this morning it is

We did say,

if I recall in the discussions, that as far as we are concerned it is our

51" OZ,  3
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• And I think probably it would be most

profitable from the standpoint of our mutual understanding if we can talk

specifically about such other attributes that you have in mind so that we

can really focus on them, and perhaps not try to get so involved in

generalities and principles that we lose sight of the immediate

Willens: That may be possible, but I question whether the Commission is

t_im _ "prepared to do that until they have had e to do further work and discussazoa /-

among themselves, and again I think this is something that should not stand

in the way of our pursuing other areas of discussion. It is particularly

an area in which I think some technical work would be of some assistance

to both delegations so that we fully understand the terms that we are

using and advise our respective delegations accordlngly. But I reserve

my personal view as to what would be the best way to proceed and I

appreciate any different views.

With respect to the Privileges and Immunities cluase, I believe we have

stated in our negotiations and sessions that we appreciate the point you

made in terms of elimlnat_ng the exemptions of the prlvilegesand immunities

clause, and I believe that so long as our conerns of land alienation can

be appropriate language could be drafted•

Williams: Mr. Willens, I wonder if we could go back to the self government

section? Do you have any comments at all _n the paragraphs dealing with

the process of the United States of approving the Marianas Constitution?

Also, the one dealing with the question of public courts being

to determine sufficiency or insufficiency and so forth?

Willens: In both respects that reflects agreemmnt with the positions advanced

by the Commission, and we welcome that agreement. I understandfrom some

of your technical advisors what your concern was with respect to the approval

of the U. S. Congress and I appreciate that advice• It is a mateer on which

we would want to reserve final judgment in light of your experience. But at
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the moment that represents the position of the Commission on both points.

Williams: Fine. Before proceding I still would llke to say that we will

probably want to come back to that self-government question.

Willens: We will want to come back to it too. The q_uestlon _'_is When and

how.

With respect to the Judicial System, I think_our paper has accurately
J _

summarized the substance_ of our discussions last week_, and the dlrect!on'w__

both parties seem e. We d believe that some of th tions

regarding local courts and the precise structure of the Federal _ourt with

jurisdiction in the Marianas could be resolved expeditiously after these discussions.

Kxx

With respect to the question of/Marlanas representati_on in Washington, we

are appreciative of the express commitment in this paper by the United States

to fully support the request of the Commission for a non-votlng delegate

in Washington. As we discussed last week, this Commission is interested in

exploring further with your representives how the Marianas might secure

the benefits of some representation in Congress, assuming that Congress is

not receptive to our request for an exclusive non-voting delegate. I believe

that is a matter, however, on which we would like to address further attention

and perhaps weight a good deal of some subsequent point.

With respect to your identification of the remaining questions, I think

that you have highlighted in the first paragraph there, with respect to

mutual consent on the very important items which rqquire further work by

both delegations. We agree with the suggestion that it will take some

very careful drafting to figure out how to handle this problem, but our

goal should be to dtry to identify those fundamental changes in the political

status which could be made only through mutual consent. I want to reserve

judgment as to whether such an effort to identify specific changes would be

. 01 02925
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safeguards of a generalized position that fundamental changes in the political

status e implemented only through mutual consent. I recognize

the uncertainty and ambiguity that might be created by such a revision,

but I would like to reserve judgment on that issue until I have a chance

to draft specific provisions and had a chance to discuss those provisions

with this _ommlssion.

On the subject of .... we would assume that any substantial change in the

Commonwealth relationship would comprehend changes in the Cpnstitutlon

of the Commonwealth of the Marlanas as well as such matters as forced

assimilation with Guam or other traumatic_ or fundamental changes.

In the review procedure area, I believe that this Commission does want

to discuss this matter further. We thought the review of this matter last

week was helpful, but the Commission, I think, still pmx perseveres in

its position that there whould be some official review mechanism set forth

in our agreement which will ensure the opportunity and the procedure thro_ugh

which this ese concerns could be heard by the United States Government in

an official sense. We recognize the fact that problems regarding the

political statusand other arrangements in connection with the Marlanas

will be raised on a sporatic and regular basis so that we look forward to

a receptive hammering of such problems in Washington as they arise. On

the other hand, I think the Commission feels that there would be some

realm for re-assurance and greater confidence if they felt there was some

employed

officially guaranteed process so that in the event the x_ mechanism

did not work as effectively as they should, then the Marianas would have

an opportunity to highlight those inefficiencies in the cours of an
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official review procedure. We are prepared to discuss this further and

to work with your representatives in any further drafting or sketching
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out of an appropriate review mechanism. In connection with your

Roman Numeral III entitled questions requiring questions before the

deliberation, you have identified here questions that have all been

discussed among the delegates and among the legal representatlves_

last weekend. We agree with your summary of those discussions and the

necessity to do additional work. We believe that one of the areas of

self-government should be added to this list and so that attention

to the applicability of the U. S. laws to the Marianas and questions

of citizenship and nationality. We propose that the question of self-

government for the Marianas be added to this agenda so that additional

work can go forward with your suggestlon--consistent with whatever

guidelines are set forth during the course of these negotiations.

In summary, then, on behalf of the Commission, we believe that your
an

summary of what occurred last week is/accurate summary. We do believe

that the issue of self-government is a critical one towhich we must address

additional attention. We also have identified in the course of this

discussion that the Commission still adheres to some positions which it

advanced in its position paper and would llke to discuss them further.

produced

We welcome the fact that the U. S. has/this paper for us and we are

hopeful that my comments have been responsive to your request for

additional detail as to the _Dca_X extent to which this summary does

represent an accurate production of our discussions Idm_x_R and thoseh

areas of agreement.
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